
Esegboria Osarhemen
Experienced front-end developer focused on building
accessible and intuitive digital experiences

esegboria@gmail.com 
(204) 218-7799  
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
github.com/eseoooo
www.esegboria.com

Relevant Experience Skills

Programming Languages

Education

JavaScript, TypeScript, HTML, CSS,
Python, SQL, C#

Libraries & Frameworks

React, Next.js, Vue.js, Redux, Pinia,
Tailwind, SCSS, Django, Vitest, Jest,
PostgreSQL, Node.js

Tools & Platforms
Git, GitHub, Netlify, Vercel, Docker,
Kubernetes, AWS, API Protocols, Webpack,
Firebase, Storybook, Figma, Jira

Intermediate Front-end Developer, Kellton 

Developed and implemented intuitive user interface designs for Bestegg's

financial products website, resulting in a 30% increase in user engagement

metrics

Collaborated with cross-functional teams, including designers and project

managers, to successfully transform creative concepts into production realities for

clients and stakeholders, resulting in increased client satisfaction ratings

Conducted thorough code reviews with cross-functional teams, and learned and

adapted from peer review of your own code.

Collaborated with senior engineers and DevOps team to streamline bi-weekly

production releases and implemented post-release monitoring protocols ensuring

deployment without any major issues

Utilized Storybook and Vitest frameworks to conduct comprehensive testing of

components, ensuring 100% cross-browser compatibility and mobile

responsiveness across all major browsers.

Utilized agile development methodologies to successfully deliver 98% of project

milestones on time and within budget for Bestegg, ensuring high client satisfaction

and repeat business opportunities.

Personal Projects

Personal Website (V1)

My first personal website showcasing my
interests, achievements, and journey. Built
with care and passion. Powered by Next.js

Flightnest

Web app for tracking flights in real-time
using the Skyscanner API. Search for flights
by city, airport, or IATA airport code. User
account creation and authentication are
managed by Firebase. Bookmark and
compare flight prices and schedules.

Open Weather

Simple weather web app built using the
OpenWeather Map API and the built-in
JavaScript Geolocation API.

University of Manitoba

Bachelor of Science in Physics &
Astronomy & Computer Science Minors.

Interests

Sports, Fitness, VIdeo games, Music

April 2022 — November 2023

Web Development Support Specialist, SkipTheDishes 

May 2020 — March 2022

Maintained, updated, and implemented changes to the internal operations

website. This included regularly monitoring and resolving website issues promptly,

maintaining an uptime rate of 99.9%

Managed a high volume of daily escalations and website feedback, collaborating

with the development team to file bug reports, implement solutions and add user-

friendly features on the platform based on employee feedback.

Prioritized bug fix requests based on severity and impact and resolved 95% of

bug fix requests with first-contact resolution

Delivered technical support and provided coaching to the internal team on our

internal platform
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